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Abstract 
Given a labelled graph representing the sequential behaviour of some system, the synthesis 
problem consists in deciding whether it is the behaviour of a Petri net. This problem was solved 
by Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg for the class of elementary net systems, relying on regions in 
graphs introduced as sets of nodes liable to represent extensions of places of a net. The solution 
was extended later on to pure place/transition nets using a variant notion of generalized regions. 
The naive method of synthesis which relies on this principle leads to exponential algorithms for 
an arbitrary class of nets. In an earlier study, we gave an algorithm that solves the synthesis 
problem in polynomial time for the class of pure place/transition nets. We show here that in 
contrast the synthesis problem is indeed NP-complete for the class of elementary nets. 
1. Introduction 
The synthesis problem for nets consists in deciding whether a given automaton, 
representing the behaviour of some system, is isomorphic to the state graph of a net, and 
then constructing that net. Applications may be found in the engineering of distributed 
protocols and of asynchronous circuits [4]. The synthesis problem was solved originally 
for the class of elementary net systems [8], relying on regions in graphs introduced as 
sets of nodes liable to represent extensions of places with boolean values. The solution 
was extended later on to (pure) place/transition nets [3,7, 121 using the variant notion 
of generalized regions in graphs, seen as multisets of nodes representing extensions 
of places with values given by whole numbers. A direct computation of these sets 
of regions would lead to algorithms taking an exponential time for the decision of 
the synthesis problem. However, this upper bound is not tight for every class of nets: 
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[l] gives an algorithm that solves the synthesis problem in polynomial time for the 
class of pure bounded and weighted place/transition nets. For the more basic class 
of elementary nets, a practical synthesis algorithm is given in [5], but no complexity 
bound is indicated in that reference. We show in this paper that the synthesis problem 
is in fact NP-complete for the class of elementary nets. This result, which reinforces 
logically independent results by Hiraishi [l 11, could not be foreseen with certainty: it 
suffices to extend elementary nets with flow arcs interpreted as switching the values of 
places to bring the complexity of the synthesis problem down to polynomial time [ 131. 
The remaining part of the paper is divided in two main sections. Section 2 gives a 
detailed account of the synthesis problem for elementary net systems. We show in 
particular that this problem amounts to solving a (polynomial) number of instances of 
the so-called separation problems, each of which takes the form of a system of clauses 
to be satisfied in the boolean ring Z/22. Section 3 addresses the issue of complexity. 
We show that the classical problem 3-SAT reduces via the boolean ring to the synthesis 
problem for elementary net systems, thus proving its NP-completeness. 
2. The synthesis problem for elementary net systems 
2.1. Elementary net systems 
We recall here a few basic definitions needed for self containment. 
Definition 1 (C/E Net). A condition/event net is a triple (P,E,F) where P is a set of 
places or conditions, E is a set of events or actions disjoint from P, and F C E x P U 
P x E is a bipartite relation between places and events called the flow relation. The 
flow graph is assumed to have no isolated element, in the sense that 
VX~EEUP ~~EEUP [(x, y) E F V (y>x) E Fl 
In the graphical representation of nets, places are depicted by circles and actions 
by boxes. Since the flow relation is bipartite there is no arc between two places or 
between two actions. We adopt the notations l x = { y/F(y,x)} and x* = { y/F(x, y)} 
for the respective pre-set and post-set of an element x E P U E. 
Definition 2. A C/E net is said to be simple when 
Vx,x,y~PuE (*x=*yandx’=y’)+x=y 
A marking of a C/E net is a set of places representing a state in the evolution of 
the net by the set of conditions it satisfies. All the possible evolutions are described in 
a transition system (J&‘, E, T) whose set of states is the set 1 of markings, and whose 
transitions are given by 
MsA4’ iff ‘ezA4 and (M\‘e)ne’=@ and M’=(M\*e)Ue’ 
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Places in .e n e*, called the side conditions2 of e, are just tested upon: these conditions 
are necessary for firing event e and they still hold thereafter. The conditions in l e 
(preconditions of e) which are not side conditions of e are also necessary for firing 
event e but they no longer hold after it has been fired. Symmetrically, the conditions 
in e* (postconditions of e) which are not side conditions of e hold never in markings 
giving concession to event e, and hold always after e’s executions. A net free from 
side conditions (Ye E E l e n e* = 0) is said to be pure. The transition relation of pure 
C/E nets simplifies to 
M Z+ M’ iff ‘ecM and Mne’ =0 and M’=(M\‘e)Ue’ 
Definition 3 (Elementary net system). An elementary net is a pure and simple C/E 
net with no isolated element. An elementary net system ,1’ = (P, E,F, MO) is an ele- 
mentary net together with an initial marking MO such that every event e E E may be 
fired at some marking reachable from MO. 
Definition 4 (Transition system, automaton). A transition system is a triple (S, E, T) 
where S is a set of states, E is a set of events, and T & S x E x S is a set of (la- 
belled) transitions. (s, e,s’) E 7’ is also denoted by s -% s’. An automaton (S, E, T,so) is 
a transition system with a distinguished state SO E S, called the initial state. 
Definition 5 (State graph). The state graph of an elementary net system .,A“ = (P, E, 
F,&) is the automaton N* = (S, E, T, SO) whose initial state SO is the initial marking 
MO of .,V” and whose underlying transition system (S, E, T) is the induced restriction of 
the transition system generated from the net (P, E, F) on the set of markings reachable 
from MO. 
Observation 6. Zf an automaton d = (S, E, T, SO) is the state graph of an elementary 
net system, then it satisfies the following: (i) it has no loop: s f+ s’ + s # s’, (ii) it has 
no multiple transitions between states: (s 3 s’ As 3 s’) 3 el = e2, (iii) it is reduced: 
Ye E E 3s 5 s’, and (iv) it is reachable: Y’s E S SO 5 s where 5 = (U,,, A)*. 
2.2. Regions in graphs 
In this section, we introduce regions in graphs as they were defined originally by 
Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg, then we show an equivalent definition of regions as mor- 
phisms of transition systems, and last we define the dual of a graph as the net syn- 
thesized from all regions in that graph, seen as places fully specified by the attached 
flow arcs. 
Let d = (S, E, T,so) be an automaton. Solving the synthesis problem for this au- 
tomaton in the context of elementary net systems consists in deciding whether there 
exists an elementary net system .N’ = (P, E, F, MO) with state graph .,V* isomorphic to 
* For some authors however there is no side condition for an event in a C/E net 
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~2 (i.e. identical to &’ up to a bijective renaming of states and transitions). Suppose 
such an isomorphism exists between d and JV*, then each state of the automaton d 
may be identified with a marking of the elementary net system .,V and a binary relation 
+ C S x P may be defined between states of d and places of JV by setting s /= x 
(read ‘S satisfies CC”) if and only if the condition x belongs to the marking associated 
with the state s. The elementary net N = (P, I??, F) provides a faithful set-theoretic rep- 
resentution of the transition system T = (SE, T): the pair of mappings 0 js : S + 2’ 
andO& :E +2’ x 2P defined as osos = {ZC E 2’ 1 s b x} (the marking associated with 
s) and [je[l, = {*e,e*) are injective and the transition relation of T satisfies 
In order to construct a representation for a given transition system T = (SJ, T), one 
has to guess an adequate set of places (the atomic symbols of this representation). 
For that purpose one may use reverse reasoning, starting from the assumption that an 
adequate representation N = (P, E, F) has been found. Then each condition x E P can 
be represented by the set 0~~0~ = (s E S 1s b x} of states of T satisfying this condition. 
This set lz&, called the extension of x2 satisfies the predicate: 
Region(X) z for every ecent e E E : 
~5,s’ + (SEX and s’@X) 
or ~5.4 3 (s$X and s’EX) 
or s 5 s’ * (s E X iff s’ EX) 
The three cases above are met respectively for x E l e, x E e*, and x pi l e U e* in M. 
Now forgetting about JV, we call a region in T any subset X c S satisfying Region(X). 
Observation 7. Let +V be un elementary net system with set of places P and marking 
graph .A/* = (A‘, E, T, so) - thus S C 2’. If x E P then its extension nx[ = {M E S/x E 
M) is a region of Jfr*. 
As a matter of fact, a set X C S is a region if and only if its characteristic function 
IT = XX : S + (0, I} admits a (unique) companion map r : E + { -l,O, 1} such that 
a(s’) = cr(s) + q(e) for every transition s 5 s’ in T. From now on, we identify regions 
with such pairs of mappings (a, q) which turn to be exactly the morphisms of transitions 
systems3 from T = {S,E, T) to the classifying transition system 2 = ((0, l},Ez, Tz) 
shown in Fig. 1, with E2 = {-l,O, 1) and Tz = (0 5 0,O A 1,l 2 0,l 5 1). A re- 
gion X E (g, q) determines an atomic elementary net NX = ({X},E, Fx) with flow 
relation Fx set according to the mapping r, namely, 
XE*e iff q(e)=-1 and XEe. iff q(e)=l. 
’ A morphism of transition systems (CT, q) : (Sl, El, Tl ) + (&,I&, 2”~) is a pair of mappings u : SI + S: and 
y:E,iEZsuchthat~~+‘ET1~os~os’ET*. 





Fig. 1. Regions as morphisms 
If X = flxoP is the extension of a place x of a net N = (P, E, F) then Nx is just the 
atomic subnet of N induced by x. 
Given a transition system T = (S, E, T), an elementary net T* may now be .YJ&W- 
sized from the set R(T) of regions of T by amalgamating on E all the atomic nets 
Nx for X ranging over R(T). Thus, the net synthesized from T is T* = xXER(,.) Nx. 
Every region X of T expresses an elementary synchronic constraint on event be- 
haviours, satisfied in all possible runs of T. For instance, the region depicted in Fig. I 
expresses the constraint that two successive occurrences of event b should be separated 
by one occurrence of event a and vice versa. If we supply T with an initial state so E S, 
then the elementary net N (and each of its atomic components Nx) comes equipped 
with an initial marking Me 2 2R(T), containing exactly those regions which the initial 
state belongs to: X E MO if and only if so E X. .QI* = (T*,Mo) is the elementary net 
system synthesized from the automaton d = (T,so). Suppose for instance that the ini- 
tial state does not belong to the region represented in Fig. 1; then the unique place of 
the induced atomic net NX is not marked initially, and the language of the atomic net 
system C,V;i is the shuffle of (a . b)* and c’*. Since the regions of T are the morphisms 
(a, q) : T + 2, the language of d is included in the language of every atomic net 
system I/x induced from X E R(T) and thus it is included in their intersection i.e. in 
the language of .d*. Adding up synchronic constraints imposed by regions amounts 
in fact to intersecting behaviours. The state graphs of elementary net systems are pre- 
cisely those automata whose behaviour may be totally specified in terms of elementary 
synchronic constraints (see Theorem 10 below). 
2.3. Elementary transition systems 
This section reports on Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg’s characterization of isomor- 
phism classes of state graphs of elementary net systems as elementary transition sys- 
tems, i.e. transition systems owning admissible sets of regions as defined by Desel and 
Reisig. 
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Let &’ = (S, E, T, so) be isomorphic to the state graph of some elementary net system 
Jf = (P, E, F,Mo). If SI and s2 are two distinct states of S, viewed as markings of Jv, 
then there exists a place x E P which belongs to exactly one of these markings; hence 
there exists a region (the extension of the place x) that distinguishes between si and 
~2. If an event e has not concession at a given state s, viewed as a marking M = [&, 
then either l e eM or e’ n M # 0; hence there exists a region X - (a, y) such that 
a(s) = 0 and r(e) = -1 (in the first case, X is the extension of a place x E l e \ M, 
and in the second case it is the complement of the extension of a place x’ E e* n M). 
Let R, = {X E R(d)/s E X} denote the set of (non trivial) regions of & containing 
state s, and let now l e denote the set of regions X z (CT, y) of & such that y(e) = - 1, 
then: 
Observation 8. The following two separation axioms are satisfied in every state 
graph zd: 
1. Vs,s’ E S R, = RSl =+ s = s’, 
2. VsJsESeEE’ecR,=+-ss 
Definition 9 (Elementary transition system). An elementary transition system is an 
automaton that fulfils the four conditions stated in Observation 6 plus the above two 
separation axioms. 
Theorem 10 (Ehrenfencht and Rozenberg [S]). An automaton is the state graph of 
an elementary net system if and only if it is an elementary transition system, and in 
that case ~4 S LX!**. 
Notice that the complement z = S\X of a region X is a region with dual flow rela- 
tions: X E ‘e H x E e* and X E e’ H x E ‘e. Even though the marking graph of 
an elementary net system JV is always isomorphic to the marking graph of JV”**, JV is 
generally embedded in J+‘“** as a strict subnet with fewer conditions (the embedding 
maps a condition x to the region X of the marking graph formed of all markings 
containing that condition). 
Definition 11. An elementary net system JV” is said to be saturated if JJ’” G JV**, or 
equivalently, if JV = d* for some elementary transition system &. 
Example 12. Consider the elementary net system shown in Fig. 2. Its marking graph 
is shown in Fig. 3, where 
so = {“l;x;Yl) 
Sl = {X2iYl) 
s2 = {Xl,YZ) 
83 = {x3;x;y1j 
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Fig. 2. An elementary net system for mutual exclusion 
Fig. 3. The state graph of the elementary net system of Fig. 2 
s4 = {Xl,TY3) 
s5 = {x3;Y2) 
% = {x2;Y3} 
s-i = {X3XY3) 
Some (non-trivial) regions of that elementary transition system are shown in Fig. 4. The 
missing items can be obtained by symmetry. In each drawing, the grey states form a 
region, say X, the flow arcs attached to this region X and to the complementary region 
x are indicated, and one token is put in the place X or x that contains the initial state. 
Altogether, one ends up with the elementary net system shown in Fig. 5. This net .V‘** 
is the saturated version of the net J1’ shown in Fig. 2 and their respective marking 
graphs are both isomorphic to the graph Jr* shown in Fig. 3. Observe the embedding 
of JV into N** via the function x -+ 0x0 that maps places to their extensions. The 
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Fig. 4. Some regions of the elementary transition system of Fig. 3 
Fig. 5. The elementary net system synthesized from the elementary transition system of Fig. 3. 
set of places of A/** (or regions of the marking graph A’“*) may be enumerated as 
follows: 
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Fig. 6. The four seasons. 
Fig. 7. The four seasons saturated net system 
Definition 13. Given an automaton &, a subset of regions R C R(d) is said to be 
udmissihle if .d E .k”* for ./lr defined as xX,, 1 i, 
Proposition 14. Any set of regions that contuins an admissible set of regions is 
admissible. 
Therefore, as soon as an admissible set of regions has been computed in an ele- 
mentary transition system, adding new regions as places in the resulting net would 
not modify the behaviour of that net. One aspect of the synthesis problem is to find 
admissible sets of regions as small as possible. Notice that there is in general no least 
admissible set of regions as illustrated by the “four seasons” example shown in Fig. 6. 
Actually, the saturated net system synthesized from that elementary transition system, 
depicted in Fig. 7, contains two minimal subnet systems, shown in Fig. 8, which still 
have the same behaviour (this example is borrowed from [6]). In order to construct 
an admissible set of regions in -c9, it suffices to collect witnesses for the satisfaction 
of all the instances in d of the two axioms of separation which have been stated in 
Observation 8. 
Proposition 15 (Desel and Reisig [6]). Given d = (S, E, T,so), s E S, and R’ C R(d), 
let Ri. = (X E R’ls E X> i.e. R: = R, n R’, then R’ is an admissible set qf’ regions of 
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Fig. 8. Two elementary net systems assembled from minimal admissible sets of regions. 
d if and only if the following are satisjied: 
1. ‘LY,s~ESR;=R+LY=S~, 
2. Vs’sSSe~E(‘ecR:.~e’nR:=(d)~s~ 
In order to decide whether a finite automaton LZZ = (S, E, T, SO) satisfying the condi- 
tions stated in Observation 6 is elementary, it is therefore enough to compute at most 
ISI x (ISI x /El) regions in d. 
Corollary 16. If LZ? = (S, E, T,so) is an elementary transition system, there must exist 
an elementary net system A” with at most IS] x (ISI x [El) places such that M* = d. 
2.4. From the separation axioms to boolean equations 
This section lays the ground for the complexity analysis to be discussed in Section 3, 
with the intent to focus the attention of the reader on the algebraic contents of the 
synthesis problem. We show that this decision problem may be encoded to systems 
of polynomial equations over the boolean ring. A similar algebraic setting is used 
in [13] for the polynomial time synthesis of the so-called flip-flop nets, with the main 
difference that all the equations used there are linear. 
In view of the above, solving the synthesis problem for elementary net systems 
amounts to solving a quadratic (in the size of the automaton) number of instances of 
the following two separation problems. 
States Separation Problem (SSP): 
Given T = (S,E, T) and a pair of distinct states (sI,s2) E S x S, find a region X such 
that si E X if and only if s2 $! X. 
Event/State Separation Problem (ESSP): 
Given T = (S,E, T) and a pair (s,e) E S x E such that e has no concession at s (s -% s’ 
in T for no s’ E S), find a region X inhibiting e at s in the sense that X E l e and 
s #X. 
Now, problems SSP and ESSP are in NP, as one may certainly check in polynomial 
time whether a given region solves a fixed instance of the separation problems, and 
the synthesis problem for elementary net systems is therefore in NP. Hiraishi proved 
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in fact that both problems SSP and ESSP are NP-complete [l 11, but as he remarked, 
it does not follow therefrom that the synthesis problem for elementary net systems is 
NP-complete. The purpose of Section 3 is to establish this result. 
Let us now proceed to the encoding of the separation problems into equations over 
the boolean ring Z/22. 
Definition 17. The second projections q : E + { - l,O, 1) of regions (CJ, r) are called 
signed regions, and the maps p : E + (0, I } defined from signed regions by p(e) 
= Iv(e)1 are called abstract regions. 
Given a region (cJ,~), the abstract region p = /v/ indicates which transition labels 
entail a change of the current value for cr: 
s 5 s’ E T * [G(S) # a(J) H p(e) = l] (1) 
The abstract regions of a transition system (S, E, T) are elements of the Z/27?-module 
(E -+ Z/22) which consists of the set of mappings from E to L/2& but beware of the 
fact that they do not always form a submodule of that module! For instance, p’(u) = 1, 
p’(b) = 0 and p”(a) = 0, p”(b) = 1 both define abstract regions in the transition sys- 
tem ({sa,s~,sZ,s~}, {a,b}, T) with T = {so 5 SI,SI 5 S~,SO 3 ~3,~s 5 SZ}, whereas 
their sum p’ + p” is not an abstract region. 
Observation 18. In a connected transition system, an abstract region determines ul- 
ways two complementary regions. 
In view of this remark, the main step towards a translation of the separation axioms 
to equations is to produce an algebraic characterization for the abstract regions of a 
given transition system T = (S, E, T). For that purpose, we shall use classical techniques 
from graph theory, adapted to labelled graphs [S, T] with labelling function / : T - 
E : T(s 5 s’) = e. Let us recall some basic graph terminology. 
Definition 19 (Graphs). A graph G = [S, T] is given by a set S of nodes, a set T 
of transitions (or arcs), together with two maps Z”,o ” : T + S, indicating respectively 
the source and target of transitions. A path in G is a finite sequence of transitions 
tl .., tk where c”(tl) = d”(tl+,) for i < k. Nodes G70(tl) and Z’(s) are the extremities, 
or respectively the initial and terminal nodes of the path. A chuin in G is a path in the 
graph [S, T+ T-l], where d”(t-‘) = d’(t) and Z’(t-‘) = c”O(t) for t E I”. A cycle is a 
chain with identical extremities. A cycle which is a path is directed. A rooted graph is 
a graph with a distinguished node, called the initial node. Paths from the initial node 
are initial paths. 
An essential property of abstract regions is to map cycles to 0 in Z/22. We need in- 
troducing further notations before we can state that property. As usual, a chain c will be 
represented as a vector c E (T + Z), where c(t) is the algebraic number of occurrences 
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Fig. 9. A graph and one of its maximal trees. 
of transition t in c (i.e. c(t) = 0, (t c)(t) = 1 + c(t) and (t-l . c)(t) = c(t) - 1). Vec- 
tors in this Z-module will be represented as formal sums: c = C cj . tj where cj = c(tj). 
The Parikh image of a chain c = C cj . tj is the vector TC(C) = C cj tY(tj) evaluated 
as an element of the Z-module (E + Z), hence rc(c)(e) = C{cj 1 /(tj) = e}. We re- 
call that the scalar product of two vectors CI = C ai xi and /I = C/Ii .x, of a Z- 
module (X --) Z) is the integer c( . /I = C cli . /Ii. The Parikh image module 2 of a 
chain c = c cj . tj is the vector rcz(c) = C cj . L’(tj) evaluated as an element of the 
Z/22 module E + Z/22. 
So for notations. Let us recall a classical fact about cycles in a graph: they form 
a submodule of the module of chains in that graph. In the case of a connected 
graph [S, I”], the classical construction of a basis for that submodule is as follows: 
let U c T be a maximal tree, then each transition t E T\ U determines a unique cy- 
cle ct E (U U {t}) + Z, and {c’ ) t E T\U} is a basis for the Z-module of cycles in 
[s, Tl. 
Example 20. Fig. 9 displays a graph and a maximal tree in that graph. There are 7 
transitions which are not part of the maximal tree: tl = s5 5 Q, t2 = sj 3 so, t3 = 
$7 A ~74 t4 = s6 5 s], t5 = s4 5 s,, t6 = ST 2 s3, and t7 = s(j A ~7. For instance, the 
transition tl = s5 5 s2 determines the cycle 
cl’ =(so %)+(s, &)S(Sj Lss)+(s5 %ss2)-(sg LSs2) 
with Parikh image r~(c’~) = a + b + c. One can verify that rc(c’l) = rc(c’z) = rc(c”) 
= a + b + c, 7c(c”) = n(&) = z(&) = a’ + b’ + c’, and rc(c’7) = 0. 
Let us now state the essential property of abstract regions: 
Proposition 21. If p : E + L/2Z is an abstract region of the transition system 
(S, E, T) then p . Q(C) = 0 in Z/22 for every cycle c in the graph [S, T]. 
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Proof. Let p be an abstract region of (S, E, T). By the definition of abstract regions, 
there exists a region (cr,y) such that p(e) = Iv(e)1 for every e E E. By the defi- 
nition of regions, s 5 s’ E T =+ a(s’) = d(s) + p(e) in Z/2& or yet equivalently 
G(S) + o(s’) = p(e). By induction on the length of chains, a(s) + n(Y) = 0 xl(c) for 
every chain with extremities s and S’ (where rcz(c) is a Parikh image module 2), and 
the expected result follows as a particular case since s = s’ + (T(S) + CT(?) = 0 in 
Zl2Z. I: 
This fundamental property taken alone does not provide a full characterization for 
abstract regions. This is quite clear since we already know that abstract regions in 
a transition system (S,E, T) do not always form a submodule of the Zj2Z-module 
E 2, ZJ2Z: non-linear equations are needed! In the sequel, we consider a fixed au- 
tomaton .d = (S, E, 7’,so) and a maximal tree U C T rooted at SO. For each s E S, we 
let L,~ be the branch from so to s in that tree, and we let n,? = TC~(C,) denote its Parikh 
image module 2. Now suppose that Iv(e)1 = 1 for some region (a, ye) such that t’ has 
concession at states s and s’, then necessarily c$s) = rr(s’) by definition of regions. In 
Z/22, this may be expressed by the non-linear equation 
p(e) x [P (F~ + ~d)l = 0 
where p(e’) = lq(e’)l for all e’ E E. We obtain in this way a full characterization for 
abstract regions: 
Proposition 22. A map p : E + Zj2.Z is an abstract region (f and on@ [fit satisfies 
p . 7r2(c’) =0 (2) 
de) x b. (3 + ~.+>I = 0 (3) 
fix ,every cycle c’ in the basis of cyycle.s,,for ecery event e E E, and ,ftir every pair of 
states s and s’ in S at which e has concession. 
Proof. The condition is clearly necessary. Conversely, if Eq. (2) holds, one can define 
a map cr : S + (0, l} by a(s) = p. 5. Now assume p(e) = 1 for some event e enabled 
at states s and s’. If Eq. (3) holds, a(s) and I are identical, hence we can define 
(T, as the common value of a(s) for all states s enabling e. A region (rr,y) such that 
p = 1~1 is obtained b y setting q(e) = 0 if p(e) = 0, q(e) = 1 if p(e) = 1 and IT,, = 0, 
and v(e) = -1 if p(e) = 1 and ge = 1. [7 
Example 23 (continued). In our running example, the Parikh images of the cycles are 
a + b + c, a’ + h’ + c’ and 0, hence the equations of type (2) are 
p(a) + p(b) + p(c) = 0 and [~(a’) + p(b’) + p(c’) = 0 (4) 
which determine altogether a four dimensional Z/2Z-module with basis as follows: 
pt = a + c; p2 = b + c; p3 = a’+ c’; p4 = /I’+ c’ 
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Table 1 
Regions X, defined from abstract regions p 
Pl 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
P2 0 0 0 I 0 1 0 1 
P3 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 
P4 0 0 0 0 1 0 I 1 
Pl +P2 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
P3 + P4 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
PI +P2+P3+P4 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
Fig. 10. The net synthesized from the (admissible) set of abstract regions. 
A linear combination p of these vectors is an abstract region of the graph shown in 
Fig. 9 if and only if it satisfies the non-linear equations of type (3) which modulo the 
Eqs. (4) read: 
PfQ> x P(C’> = P(b) x P(C’> = P(C) x P(C’) = P(C) x P(U’> = P(C) x P(b’) = 0 
Seven out of the 24 elements of the Z/2Z-module spanned by (~1, ~2, ~3, ~4) are abstract 
regions (they are indicated as the row entries of Table 1). Each abstract region p 
determines two complementary regions X, and X,, where X, = {s E S / p. n, = 1) and 
therefore SO @’ XP. The states SO to s7 are represented by vectors z, as follows: 
7-c -0 so - 71 s, =a 71 
I 
s2 = a % =a+b 
TL sq = a’ + b’ n,, = a + b + a’ z,, = u’ + b' + a n,, = a + b + u’ + b' 
The resulting regions X,,, tabulated in Table 1, are half of the 14 regions of Fig. 5; the 
correspondence is made explicit in Fig. 10. 
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Let us finally indicate the equational encoding for the instances of the separation 
problems SSP and ESSP. 
Definition 24. An abstract region p separates the states s and s’ if it satisfies the 
equation 
p.(71s+71,+)= 1 (5) 
An abstract region p inhibits event e at state s if it satisfies the equations 
p(e) = 1 (6) 
p (Tc, + Try) = 1 (7) 
where s’ is some arbitrary state enabling e. A set R of abstract regions is admissible if 
it provides a separating region for every pair of distinct states (s,s’) and an inhibiting 
region for every pair (s,e) such that event e has no concession at state s. 
An admissible set of regions may always be constructed from an admissible set of 
abstract regions: if p separates states s and s’ then both X, and X, separate s and s’; 
if p inhibits event e at state s then either X, or K inhibits e at s (in our running 
example, the full set of abstract regions is admissible, but no strict subset of that set 
is admissible). 
Proposition 25. An automaton is the state graph of un elementary net system if’und 
only if’ it muy be jitted with an admissible set of abstract regions. 
3. The synthesis problem is NP-hard 
We have seen in Section 2 that the synthesis problem for elementary net systems is 
in NP. We will show at present that it is NP-hard, thus establishing the following. 
Theorem 26. The synthesis problem for elementary net systems is NP-complete. 
In order to achieve this goal, we construct a polynomial reduction of 3-SAT to the 
synthesis problem. Recall that 3-SAT is the problem whether, given a finite set I/ of 
boolean variables and a finite system C of (disjunctive) clauses over V, with exactly 
three literals per clause, there exists a truth assignment for V satisfying all clauses in 
C. Problem 3-SAT is known to be NP-complete, see e.g. [9]. We shall reduce 3-SAT 
to the synthesis problem for elementary net systems by encoding uniformly systems of 
clauses (V, C) to automata &( V, C), with size polynomial in the size of (V, C), such 
that (V, C) is satisfiable if and only if ~&( V, C) is an elementary transition system. This 
reduction is done in two stages. First, we reduce 3-SAT to satisfiability of systems 
of additive or multiplicative clauses over the boolean ring, a structure well suited for 
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expressing the separation problems as we saw in Section 2. Second, we encode systems 
of clauses over the boolean ring to transition systems, and we classify regions in the 
latter with respect to solutions of the former. We finally prove that satisfiability of 
systems of clauses over the boolean ring reduces through this polynomial encoding to 
the solvability of all instances of the separation problems for transition systems, and 
hence to the synthesis problem for elementary net systems. 
3.1. Systems of clauses over the boolean ring 
The following definition is introduced for the specific purpose of this paper. 
Definition 27 (Systems of clauses over the boolean ring). Let X = (x0,. . ,x,} be a 
finite set of boolean variables, with a distinguished element xc. A system of clauses 
over the boolean ring is a pair (C,IZ) where C is a finite set of additive clauses cr, 
(a E A) and II is a finite set of multiplicative clauses ng (p E B) with respective forms 
xX, + x2, + xa2 and XB, . qz, subject to the following restrictions: each additive clause 
has exactly three variables, two additive clauses have at most one common variable, 
each multiplicative clause has exactly two variables, and the distinguished variable x0 
does not occur in any multiplicative clause. The system (C,ZI) is said to be satisfiable 
if there exists a truth assignment for X such that x0 = 1, (T, = 0 for all CI E A, and 
rep = 0 for all /3 E B. Such a truth assignment is called a solution of (C,Il). 
Observe that in the boolean ring, the equations z. = zl + . . + z, and zo + z1 + . . + 
z, = 0 are equivalent in view of the inversion law z + z = 0. Using this remark, each 
instance of problems SSP and ESSP may be reduced to the satisfiability of a corre- 
sponding system of clauses, with size polynomial in the size of the transition system. 
Let CBR denote the satisfiability problem for systems of clauses over the boolean 
ring. CBR reduces polynomially to 3-SAT by expanding each additive clause a + b + c 
to a set of 4 clauses {aV bVc, TaV TbV c, TaV bV -c, aV TbV ~c} and each 
multiplicative clause ab to a set of 2 clauses {a V a V a, b V b V b}. Conversely: 
Proposition 28. 3-SAT reduces polynomially to CBR. 
Proof. Let (V, C) be an instance of 3-SAT. Define W = V U -V where TV = 
(10 1 v E V}, and equip this set with the involution l(v) = TV and I = v for 
v E K We construct from ( V, C) a system of clauses (C, II) over the boolean ring, 
with variables in the set X = {x0} U W U (W x W), such that every truth assignment 
for V which satisfies C extends to a truth assignment for X which satisfies (C,ZI) 
by setting olv[ = l[v[ for v E V and lab0 = flao A [b[ for a, b E W, and every truth 
assignment for X which satisfies (Z,II) restricts to a truth assignment for V which 
satisfies C. The additive clauses in C are defined as follows: for each literal c E W 
set the clause x0 + c + lc, and for each pair of literals ab E W x W set the clause 
a + ab + alb. The multiplicative clauses in II are defined as follows: for each pair of 
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literals ab E W x W set the two clauses 1~. ab and -b . ah, and for each disjunctive 
clause a V b V c in C set the clause 7~. lblc. LI 
3.2. Encoding systems of clauses over the boolean ring to labelled transition 
#systems 
The purpose of the section is to encode uniformly systems of clauses (C, 77) over 
the boolean ring to automata &‘(C, 77) with size polynomial in the size of (C, 77), such 
that (C, 77) is satisfiable if and only if &‘(Z, 77) is an elementary transition system. The 
encoding is done in two stages. In the first stage, we construct from (Z, 77) a system of 
equations (C’, 77’) with a larger set of variables, and we state the relationships between 
the respective solutions of (C, 77) and (C’, 77’). In the second stage, we construct from 
(C’, 77’) an automaton &(C, 77) and we observe that (C, 77) is satisfiable if .&(C, 77) 
is elementary. The proof for the converse is left to a later section. 
Let X = {no,. ,x,-l } be the set of variables of (C, 77) where the respective sets 
of clauses C = {or ) x E A} and 77 = {na 1 j3 E B} have typical elements 
(01) : xx,, +x0, +&z,; (qs> : XBI . XBZ . 
Let X’ = X U {x” 1 a E A} U {x,, . , xh}, where N - n + I = 3 x size(A). Define C’ = 
{ck ) a E A} U {I$ ) LY E A}, where g: and 0: are the equations: 
(gj,) : .%, + x,, + x,, + x,; + x,, + xy, = 0, 
(0:‘) : P +x,, ix,, + xp = 0 
where {x,, . , m > = UaEA {x,, ,x2, , x }.DefineI7’={n,\x~A}U{qIP~B},where lg 
TL, and rcb are the equations: 
(71,) : x0 ‘XX = 0; (q> : x/j xs2 = 0. 
A solution for (C’, 77’) is a truth assignment for X’ such that all the above equations 
hold. A distinguished solution for (C’, 77’) is a solution which assigns value 1 to the 
distinguished variable x0, and value 0 to all the auxiliary variables in X’\X. Thus, 
every solution of (Z, 77) extends to a distinguished solution of (Z’, 77’), and every 
distinguished solution of (C’, 77’) restricts to a solution of (C, 77). Before we construct 
.d(C, 77), let us state some properties of the set of solutions of (C’, 77’) showing the 
degrees of freedom introduced by the auxiliary variables. 
Fact 29. For each positive integer i<N, there exists a family Fi of solutions 
f:.X’+2for(C’,Il’)suchthatforallf~F, f(xl)=landforalljE{O,...,N} 
d$krent from i there exists some f E Fi such that f (x,) = 0. 
Proof. Given i, j E (0, . . . , N} such that i # 0 and j # i, we construct a solution 
f : X’ ---f 2 for (C’, 77’) such that f (x,) = 1 and f (xi) = 0. Suppose first that 1 < i <n - 1 
and let f : X + 2 be the valuation defined by .f(x,) = 1 and f (xk) = 0 for k # i 
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(thus in particular f(xo) = 0). Let f(Z’,Ii”) denote the system of equations over the 
residual variables in X’\X that proceeds from (C’, ZZ’) by replacing each occurrence 
of a variable x E X by the constant f(x) E 2, then f(Z’,ZI’) consists of the equa- 
tions xa = c’ and x,, +xX., +x,, = c” for CI E A, where ca is the constant ca = 
f(xao) + f(x,, ) + f(x,,) (all the equations in Zi” degenerate to the trivial equation 
0 = 0). Hence f extends into a solution for (Z’,n’) where necessarily f(x’) = c”, 
but two variables in each set {x,, ,xX4, as x } can be chosen and assigned arbitrarily. Sup- 
pose now that i >n and let f : X + 2 be the valuation defined by f(xi) = 0 for all 
j E (0,. . , n - 1 }. Then f(Z’, II’) consists of the equations xoL = x,, + x,, + x,, = 0. 
Thus if j is different from i and belongs to {n,. . . ,N}, f extends certainly into a so- 
lution for (Z’,P) such that f(xi) =O. 0 
Fact 30. For each LX E A, there exists a family F, of solutions f : X’ + 2 for (C’,Il’) 
such that for all f E F, f (xl) = 1 andfor all j E (0,. . . ,N} there exists some f E F, 
such that f (xi) = 0. 
Proof. Let a E A and j E (0,. . . ,N}. Choose ki E {as, SI~,CIZ} and k2 E {M~,Q,M~} both 
different from j and 0. Let f : X’ ----f 2 be defined for x E X by f (xkl ) = f (a-k2 ) = 1 
and f(xk) = 0 if k E {O,...,N} \ {kl,kz}, and be defined for x EX’\X by f(x”) = 1 
and f (x”‘) = 0 if SI’ E A \ {E}. This valuation is a solution for (Z’,Ii”). Indeed (71,) 
is satisfied because f (x0) = 0 and (~b) is satisfied because /?I, $2 E { 1,. . , n - 1): at 
most one of the variables XB, xp2 (the one such that ,Bi = kl) is not assigned value 0. 
And of course, f (x”) = 1 and f (xi) = 0. 0 
We now proceed to the definition of the automaton d(C,n). This automaton will 
be assembled from a bunch of smaller automata, each of which encodes one equation 
47 in (C’,IZ’), tied together by a bunch of arcs sa -+ sb originated from a fresh state SO 
and leading to their respective initial states sb which are also used as fresh labels. Let 
us define precisely this operation of lifted union. 
Definition 31. An automaton with multiple initial states is a transition system (S, E, T) 
with a set SO c S of initial states. Given an i-indexed family of automata (S’,E’, Ti7Si) 
such that S’ n E’ = 0, their union Ui(S’, E’, T’,SA) is the automaton (UiSi, UiEi, UiTi, 
U&). Given an automaton (S,E, T,&) such that S n E = 0, its lift is the automaton 
(S’,E’, T’, {so}) with initial state SO ($ S), set of states S’ = S U {SO}, set of events 
E’=EUSa,andsetoftransitionsT’=TU{~~~s~~~S~}. 
In order to enumerate the various components of the lifted union &(Z, ZI), we shall 
introduce five families indexed by GI E A, /I E B and y E A U B. The following notations 
will help us to trace back each variable xk E X’ to the equations cr: or rep in which it 
occurs in C’. Recall that 0; and rep are the respective equations xocO + . +xrx7 = 0 and 
xp,. xpz = 0, where the tli and the @j are fixed integers in {O,. . . , N}. 
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Fig. 11. S*. 
Fig. 13. U$ 
Notation 32. For k ranging over (0,. ,N}, let A(k)= {CI E A I3i E (0,. ,5} : k = z,j. 
B(k) = {/I E B I3j E {1,2} : k = pi}. and T(k) = A(k) U B(k). 
Definition 33. Let &‘(X, IT) and .zZ’(Z, I7) be, respectively, the lifted union and the 
union of the families of automata S”, Tfi, UV, = UymE r(k) UV;, W” = W;* U Wi 
indexed by x E A, jl E B, and k E (0,. . . ,N}, where S”, TB, UVZ, W;*, and WRz are the 
transition systems displayed in Figs. I I-I4, with respective initiai states s$, t[, u;, w;, 
and WT. T(C, Ii’) and T’(1, I7) denote the underlying transition systems of, respectively. 
.@‘(C, II) and .&“(C, f7). 
Hy inspection of Fig. 13 one observes the following. 
Fact 34. Let p be an abstract region qf T(C, n) and k E [0, N], then v? E r (k‘, 
p(xi ) = p(x,* ), and the mapping f : X’ 4 2 given by ./(.xJ.) = p(x: ) fw k E [0, N], 
and .f(x’) = p(x%) for CY E A is a solution of the system of equations (C’,f7’). 
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Fig. 14. Wa 
Corollary 35. (Z,II) is satisfiable if&(C,lI) is an elementary transition system. 
Proof. If &(Z:,n) is an elementary transition system, there exists at least one region 
R E (CJR,Y]R) such that ok # Q&W;) and thus 1~~1 (x,*) = 1. Then the abstract re- 
gion p = IqR( induces a solution f of (Z’, n’) such that f(xs) = 1 and which therefore 
restricts to a solution of (C, n). 0 
Observe that d(C, L7) is a transition system with size polynomial in the size of 
(C,n) which satisfies the conditions of Observation 6. It is an elementary transition 
system if and only if all instances of the separation problems SSP and ESSP can be 
solved in T(C,ZI). In order to prove that CBR reduces polynomially to the synthesis 
problem, it remains to show that d(C, Li’) is elementary if (C, n) is satisfiable. Thus, 
one should prove that every instance of SSP or ESSP can be solved in T(C,L’) or 
equivalently in T’(C, n) if (2, n) has a solution or yet equivalently if (C’, n’) has 
a distinguished solution. 
3.3. Satisjiability of systems of clauses reduces to the synthesis problem 
We show in this section that every instance of SSP or ESSP can be solved in 
T’(C,n) provided there exists a distinguished solution for (C’,L”). CBR reduces 
therefore to the synthesis problem for elementary net systems, and this problem is 
NP-complete as announced. 
As a starting point, let us observe again that every region R s (OR,Q) in T’(C,L7) 
determines a solution f : X’ ---f 2 for (C’,n’), given by f (xk) = 1y1Rl (xk*)(= (yIR( xi)) 
and f(xa) = (vRI (x$ ). In order to carry on, we need a precise statement for the con- 
verse relationship, enabling us to construct sets of regions from arbitrary (i.e. possibly 
not distinguished) solutions of (C’, L”). 
Notation 36. In order to simplify the notation, let T’ = T’(Z,n). Given an arbitrary 
solution f for (C’, U’), let R(f) be the set of regions R 3 (a, q) in T’ such that 
f(xk) = 1~1 (xl) for all k E (0,. . . ,N} and f(~‘) = 1~1 (x$) for all M E A. Finally let 
A* be a disjoint copy of A and let .* be a bijective mapping from A onto A*. 
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Definition 37 (Type of a region). The type of region R = (0,~) E R(f’) is the map 
r:AIJBU[O,n-l]UA*-+{O,l} givenby 
for a E A, fi E B, k E [O,n - 11, and c(* E A*. 
Definition 38 (Dependent type of a region). The dependent type of region R = (u, n ) 
E R(f) is the induced restriction of the map g on the set YZ = U{ {yi,i,} ( k E 
[0, ,N] A i’ E L-(k)}. 
Proposition 39. Let f be a fixed solution for (C’, IT’). A region R z (0, y) E R(J’) is 
total/y determined from its type, its dependent type, its value a(~:) at the initial state 
of each component WLU, and its value o(t.$) at one initiul state in each component 
Uvk. Conversely, every mup z : A U B U A* ii [O,n - l] 4 (0, I} types a non empty set 
of regions (0, y) E R(f) and determines uniquely the common restriction n7 of their 
n-component on E\YZ (where E is the set of events of T’ and YZ is the set introduced 
in the above definition). Moreover, IQ(x~)/ = \nJxz)l for every k E [O,.. .,N] and 
y E I‘(k), und a map 6 : YZ + { -l,O, 1) is the dependent ty,ne of a region of type 5 
if and only {f the following are sati.$ed for all k and ;j: 
1. &(Xk*) = q&C;> = 0 =+ S($) +- 6(2i) = 0 
2. ?/r(x;) = Q(x;> # 0 * 6(_<;) = 6(ZL) = 0 
3. ylr(.x,*) = -ylr<x;> # 0 =+ [6(yi) = V/,(x;) A S@) = 01 
V[6(yl) = 0 A 6(Z6) = qz(x;)] 
Proof. In order to establish the last claim made in the proposition, it suffices to ver- 
ify that all and only the maps from {x,*, x1, y;, zz} to { -- l,O, l} that coincide with 
signed regions in UV: appear as entries in Table 2. Oncr: this verification has been 
done, one may delete temporarily all components UV, ant1 focus on regions (a, v) in 
7” \ Uk Uti subject to the constraints p(x:) = p(xi)(= J’(xk)) imposed by the omit- 
ted components (where p = 1~1 is the induced abstract xgion). One may also delete 
temporarily all components W;*, imposing constraints p(x ,*) . p(x’$) = 0 automatically 
satisfied by assumption on f as soon as f(xa) = p(x$). We are left with a transition 
system T” = T’ \ ((U, UV,) U (U, W,‘)) with the unique (occurrence property, meaning 
that each event has at most one occurrence. 
The events which occur in T” may have the form xi, xi, or XT where 2 E A. 
0 <k d N, fi E B, and n < 1 < N. In particular, all events xz with k < n have dis- 
appeared (since n < 01, for j d 3). By the unique occrirrence property and because 
f is a solution of (C’, L!‘), every subset of {s; 1 c( E A} U {t{ 1 /I E B} U {w; 1 c1 E A} 
determines a unique region (G,v) in T”, such that ,P(x~) = .f(xk ), P(x!) = _/Xx,. ), 
p(xF) = ,f(xt), and p(xc) = f (x’), for x E A, O<k f N, p E B, and n < I < N. The 
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Table 2 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 -1 
0 0 -1 1 
1 1 0 0 
-1 -1 0 0 
1 -1 -1 0 
-1 1 1 0 
1 -1 0 -1 
-1 1 0 1 
choice for cr is 
Z(U) = 0 (sg), r(a) = CJ (ti), and r(a*) = CJ (w$). 
encoded bijectively by the map r : A U B U A* + (0, 1) given by n 
Observe by the way that y(x$) has been fixed by the above process. In order to ex- 
tend q into a signed region of T’, it remains to fix Y/(X;) for all k < 12, and subsequently 
to fix I and ll(zL) for all O-Sk<N, and y E r (k). By the first part of this proof, 
every map r : [0, n - l] -+ (0, 1) given jointly with a map 6 : YZ + { - l,O, l}, com- 
patible with the extended map r : A U B U A” U [O,n - l] + (0, l}, defines uniquely 
a signed region of type ‘r and dependent type 6 in T’. 
In order to get a full;y defined region (o,?) in T’, it remains to extend g on a11 
components UV, and W;l. For each component G = uvk or G = WL’, two situations can 
occur. In case when y (e) # 0 for some event e occurring in G, the map y determines 
uniquely the map cr at all states in G since G is connected. In case when y (e) = 0 
for all event e occurring in G, the map a has a constant value on G which may be 
chosen freely in the set { 0, 1). The value of (T on G is then entirely fixed from the 
data of e (uk) if G= U& or @ (wt) if G= W,. 0 
Armed with this proposition, and assuming a distinguished solution fa for (Z’,n’), 
we now start to prove that all instances of ESSP can be solved in T’. Once this result 
has been established, one verifies easily that all instances of SSP can be solved: most 
pairs of distinct states (sI,s~) in T’ are split by some event e, enabled at si and disabled 
at s2 (or the converse), and SSP is then automatically solved at (~1,s~) when ESSP is 
solved at (sz,e). The pairs of states which remain to be checked for separation are all 
pairs of sink states, plus the pairs (u,, WY), (w;, wg), (u,, w;), and (@l, %;;‘), where 
a E A,j E {3,4,5},k E [O,Nl and y E T(k). If we except pairs (%l,Y$?), all these 
pairs are assembled from states in two different connected components of T’, and their 
separation makes no problem since the set of states of a connected component is always 
a region. For the remaining pairs (%l, %$‘), separation follows from Proposition 39 
applied to any solution f of (C’, n’) such that f (xk) = 1 (where r(y) is chosen so 
that rr(x,*) = Qxi)). 
In order to divide the proof into meaningful pieces, let us introduce one more defi- 
nition. 
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Definition 40. For any pair (Gr, G2) of connected components of 7”, let Gl a G* if 
there exists in T’ a region which inhibits e at s for every event e occurring in GI and 
for every state s in GZ such that e is disabled at S. 
In order to establish Theorem 26 it remains to prove that Gr a Gz for every pair 
of connected components (Gi, Gs), where possibly Gr = Gz. This will be proved by 
a series of lemmas, given in the remaining part of the paper. On several occasions, we 
shall use the following fact about regions, which was observed in [2] and can easily 
be verified by the reader. 
Fact 41. The union of’ disjoint regions is a region. !f’ RI and R2 we wgions with 
RI c X2, then R~\RI is a region. 
Lemma 42. Ga G’ fix G E {S”, Tfi, W;, Wg} and G’ E {S”‘. Tl”, b?$;“‘, Wg’}, rrxherc 
cx # I’ and fi # B’. 
Proof. An event e occurring in G may have the form xi or xf for k <N, or x$, 
or xz, or x: for k 3n (viz. k = rx, and j 33). According to the case, let x’ E X’ 
be the variable xk, x” or x0 then f’(x’) = 1 for some solution J’ of (C’, 17’). From 
Proposition 39 applied to f, one may construct a region R s (cT,~) E R(f) such that 
q(e) == - 1 with an adequate choice for r(x). r(p), r(~*), or r(O) according to the form 
of e. If q(e’) = 0 for every e’ occurring in G’, then the region R’ := (R\G’) inhibits 
e at every state S’ in G’. Let us examine the converse case. If G’ E {S”, T/j’, W$‘}. 
let T’ be defined like r except at a’, p’, or CY!+ according to the form of G’. From 
Proposition 39, there exists a region R’ 3 (o’,q’) E R(J’) with type r’. Now the maps 
CJ and rr’ take complementary values at every state in G’, hence for each state s’ in 
G’ either R or R’ inhibits e at s’. Finally let G’ = WLz’. If e = x0, R inhibits e at 
wz and WT. In the converse case, let 7’ be defined like r except at 0 if y~(xz ) # 0 or 
at CX~ if q(x$) # 0. From Proposition 39, there exists a region R’ - (u’, q’) E R(f’) 
with type r’. The maps (T and cr’ take complementary values on G’, and the conclusion 
follows as above. q 
Fact 43. s” u WE, S” a Wi, W;l a S”, und W,Z a S” 
Lemma 44. WI_’ a W/, WE a W/, W; a W;*, and Wt a W;. 
Proof. An event e occurring in W” may have form xi, or xz for k >n, or xg. Let us 
examine separately the three cases. 
If e = x0*, one applies Proposition 39 to the distinguished solution JO of (C’,f7’), 
providing for a suitable choice of r(O) a region R = (0, y ) E R(Jo) such that q(xz ) = 
- 1, and v(e’) = 0 for every e’ occurring in W:. Now by Fact 41, the region R\ Wi 
inhibits xi wherever it is not enabled in IV”. 
If e = xt and k = Ctj (j>,3), consider the solution f‘ of (Z’, l7’) defined by f(nh) = I 
for ,i E {CC,. ~s+(~_r)~~ds} and f‘(_r’) = 0 for all the other variables. From 
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Proposition 39 applied to f with a suitable choice for ~(a*), one constructs a re- 
gion R s (a,q) E R(f) such that r(e) = -1. We proceed by case analysis according 
to the value of j. If j = 4 or j = 5, the region R\ W, inhibits e at every state s 
where it is not enabled in W”. If j = 3, the same holds except for state WE. In order 
to deal with this exception, we construct another solution f’ for (Z’,Ii”), such that 
f/(x”) = f’(x,, ) = 1. For that purpose, choose i E (0, 1,2} such that Cli # 0 and 
let h = Cli. Then set f’(xh) = 1, f/(x?) = 1 and f/(x,,) = 1 iff h E {y0,y1,y2}, and 
f’(x’) = 0 for ail the other variables. From Proposition 39 applied to f’ for a suitable 
choice for z(G(* ), one obtains a region R’ 3 (a’, q’) E R(f’) such that v(e) = - 1, and 
R’ inhibits e at state wg. 
If e=x$, we construct in a similar way a solution f’ for (C’, II’) such that 
f’(xl) = f’(x,, ) = 1 and f/(x,, ) = f/(x, ) = 0. We obtain therefrom a region 
R’ E (CT’, q’) E R(f’) such that r’(e) = -1, and R’ inhibits e wherever it is not en- 
abled in W’. 0 
Fact 45. Let f be a solution for (Z’,P), then for each a E A, i E {0,1,2} and 
j E { 1,2}, the function f’ dejined by f ‘(x,, ) = 1 + f (x,, ) if k E (3 + i, 3 + (i + j) 
mod3}, and f’(x) = f(x) f or all the other variables in X’, is also a solution for 
(C’, zl’). 
Lemma 46. S” a S”. 
Proof. Let e = x: and k = Cli. We examine separately the cases i <2 and i 3 3. 
If i ~2, let f be a solution of (C’, n’) such that f (xk ) = 1. From Fact 45, there exists 
another solution f’ such that f ‘(x,,) = 1 + f (x,) for j E (3 + i, 3 + (i + 2)mod3}, 
and f ‘(x’) = f (x’) for all the other variables in X’. From Proposition 39, applied 
to f and f’ with a suitable choice for Z(E), one may construct respective regions 
R E (0,~) E R(f) and R’ = (a’,~‘) E R(f') such that r(e) = r’(e) = -1, whence for 
every state s # ST either R or R’ inhibits e at s in S”. 
If i > 3, we set j = i - 3 and h = W.j, and we proceed separately for cases h # 0 and 
h = 0. 
If h # 0, consider the solution f of (C’, n’) defined by f‘(xh) = 1, f (x7) = 1 for 
y E A iff h = ye for some 1 ( 62), f (xg,+3) = 1 for such y and I, and f (x’) = 0 for 
all the other variables in X’. From Proposition 39 applied to f with a suitable choice 
for z(a), one obtains a region R E (a, v) E R(f) such that q(e) = - 1, and R inhibits 
e in SE at every state s # $. 
If h = 0, consider the distinguished solution fo of (Z’,D’). Let I be the (unique) 
integer in (0, 1,2} such that I # j and fo(x,, ) = 1. One derives from fo another 
solution f for (C’, II’) by setting f (xa, ) = f (x,,,, ) = 1 and f (x’) = fo(x’) for all the 
other variables in X’. From Proposition 39 applied to f with a suitable choice for Z(U), 
one obtains a region R z (a, r) E R(f) such that u(e) = - 1, and R inhibits e in S” 
at all states s # sg except at state s?+~. In order to cope with this exception, consider 
the solution f’ of (C’, n’) defined by f’(xa,) = f ‘(xm,+,) = 1 and f’(x’) = 0 for all 
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the other variables in X’. From Proposition 39 applied to f’ with a suitable choice for 
T(E), one obtains a region R’ E (B’,$) E R(f’) such that y’(e) = -1, and R’ inhibits 
e at state sT++3. 0 
Fact 47 (by Fact 29). Tb a Tfl. 
Lemma 48. G a CJh for G E {S’, Tp, W;, W;}. 
Proof. Let e be an event occurring in G. Let x = xh if e = xi or e = xi or e = xh*. 
and let x = xX if e = xz. We proceed separately with cases x @ {xo,xk}, x = XL, and 
x = X0. 
Suppose x q! {xo,xk}. From Facts 29 and 30, there exists in that case a solution ,f’ 
for (Z’, n’) such that f(x) = 1 and f(~k) = 0. From Proposition 39, applied to ,/’ 
with a suitable choice for r(m) (if G == S’) or r(8) (if G = Tfi) or T(Q) (if G = W,? 
or G = W: ), one may construct a region R E (a, q) E R(f) such that q(e) = - I and 
q(yi) = ~(2;) = 0 for all y E T(k). Now by Fact 41, R\U& is a region which inhibits 
e at all states in UV,. 
Suppose x = xk then either k < n or k = Xj for some x E A and j33. In either 
case., let f‘ be a solution for (Z’,LI’) such that f(x) = 1. If e = xc, one obtains 
from Proposition 39, applied to f with the suitable choice for z(k) (if k < n i.e. 
if k = 0) or r(x*) and all possible choices for {r(y) / ;’ E T(k)}, a family of regions 
Ri s (a,,~~) E R(S) suchthat vi(e) = -1 and every map v : {xi I;’ E T(k)} 4 {-I, 1) 
coincides with the restriction of some signed region q,. If e = xf for some ii E I‘(k ). 
one obtains from Proposition 39, applied to J’ with the suitable choice for z(ii) and 
with all possible choices for {r(y) 1 y # 6 A y E I’(k)} and z(k) (if k -c n) or r(x*), 
a family of regions Ri E (g,, ql ) E R(f) such that vi(e) = - 1 and every map q : { xr } 
u {x; ( ;’ # 6 A ;j E T(k)} ---f { -1, l} coincides with the restriction of some signed 
region q,. In both situations, some region Ri in the resulting set inhibits e at each state 
Uk’ ‘Vk, u;, or vi in which it is not enabled. By varying now the dependent type of 
each region Ri according to the conditions stated in Proposition 39 (with q, substituted 
for qr and is), one obtains additional regions which inhibit e at all the remaining states 
CL and yk’. 
Suppose finally x = x0 and k # 0. Consider the distinguished solution Jo of (C’, n’). 
If Ja(xk) = 0, which is always true for k an, one obtains from Proposition 39, ap- 
plied to fa with a suitable choice for r(z) (if e = xi) or r(O) (if e = xz ),’ a re- 
gion R E ( CJ, q) E: R(fo) such that q(e) := ~ 1, q(x,* ) = 0 and y(xl ) = 0 for all 
7 E T(k). From Proposition 39, the dependent type of R may be adjusted so that 
q(y,) = q(zi) = 0 for all y E T(k). Now by Fact 41, R\U& is a region which inhibits 
e at all states in UV,. If fo(xk) = 1 (thus 0 < k < n), we proceed separately for the 
case e = xi A c( E T(k) and for the other cases. 
4 Remember that variable xg does not occur in equations n thus there is no event of the form xi for [j E 5 
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Let e = xz, or e = xi and CI # T(k). From Proposition 39, applied to fs with a suit- 
able choice for z(O) or r(p) or r(a), and with all possible choices for {r(y) 1 y E I’(k)}, 
one obtains a family of regions Ri E (ai, Q) E R(fo) such that vi(e) = - 1 and every 
map Y : 1~; I Y E QW + { - 1, I} coincides with the restriction of some signed region 
vi. The expected conclusion follows like in case n = &. 
Let finally e = x$ and CI E T(k), whence 0 = ai and k = Xj for two distinct 
integers i, j E (0, 1,2}. Since fa is a distinguished solution of (C’, Zi”), fo(xa,, ) = 0 
for all p E [0,5] \ {i,j}. F rom Fact 45, there exists another solution f for (C’,ZI’) 
such that f(xUp) = 1 for p E (3 + j, 3 + (j + 2) mod 3}, and f(x’) = fo(x’) for all 
the other variables in X’. From Proposition 39, applied to f with a suitable choice 
for r(a), and with all possible choices for z(k) and for {r(y) 1 y # (x A y E I’(k)}, 
one obtains a family of regions Ri = (ai, vi) E R(f) such that vi(e) = -1 and ev- 
ery map Y : {xi!> U {xi 1 Y # a A Y E WI) + { - 1,l) coincides with the restric- 
tion of some signed region vi. The expected conclusion follows again like in case 
x=x,+. 0 
Fact 49. For all k and y E T(k), the sets {al, ?$j’} and UV, \ {al, V$;;‘} define resp- 
ective regions R = (0,~) and R’ z (a’,~‘) in T’ such that q(zi) = -1 and y’(yL) = 
-1. Similarly, the set U{{‘%l, Y$“} 1 y E T(k)} and its complement in c/V, are 
regions. 
Lemma 50. Ul$ a Uq for k # 1. 
Proof. In view of Fact 49, it suffices to show that ESSP may be solved at all instances 
(e, s) in which s is a state in Ufi and e = xz or e = xi or e = xi. Now in every case 
except when e = xz and 0 < k < n, ESSP may be solved at (e,s) as a consequence 
from S” a U&, or Tp a Ufi, or W;l a Ufi, or WR’ a Uq. So assume e = xl and 0 < k < n. 
There exists a solution f for (Z’,n’) such that f(Xk) = 1 and f(xj) = 0. From 
Proposition 39, applied to f with a suitable choice for z(k), there exists a region 
R E (0,~) E R(f) such that v](e) = -1 and y(e’) = 0 for every e’ in Ufl;. Then R\UE 
is a region that inhibits e everywhere in Ufi. 0 
Lemma 51. U& a UP& 
Proof. In view of the properties S” a UV,, Tp a U&, WLu a UG, and W,3( a U&, it 
suffices to solve ESSP at (e,s) for s in uvk and e = z:, or e = yl, or e = xt and 
0 < k < n. The first case is immediate (from Fact 49). We examine separately the 
remaining cases. 
Suppose e = xl (with 0 < k < n). Let then f be a solution for (C’,n’) such 
that f(Xk) = 1. From Proposition 39, applied to f with the suitable choice for z(k) 
and with all possible choices for {z(y) 1 y E T(k)}, one obtains a family of regions 
Ri E (ai, vi) E R(f) such that vi(e) = - 1 and every map y : {xi 1 y E T(k)} + { - 1, I} 
coincides with the restriction of some signed region Q. As a consequence, some region 
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in the family inhibits e at each state uk, vk, I$, or vi in which it is not enabled. By 
varying the dependent type of each region Ri according to the conditions stated in 
Proposition 39 (with vi substituted for qr and 6), one obtains additional regions which 
inhibit e at all the remaining states O&l and Yi’. 
Suppose now e = yh, where either k --c n or k = x, (j 3 3). Since the set U{ { #f, f,“} 
/d E T(k)} and its complement in r/V, are regions, it suffices in fact to solve ESSP 
at (e,s) for s = uk or vl, and for s =: uf or vf with 6 # y. Let ,f be a solution for 
(I’, 17’) such that f’(xk) = 1. From Proposition 39, applied to f‘ with a suitable choice 
for T(k) (if k < n) or z(&) (if k>n) and for (t(8) / 6 E T(k)}, one may construct 
a region R = (a, ‘I) E R(f) such that ~(x,” ) = I and I = - 1 for all 6 E I’(k) 
(including y). From Proposition 39, one may adjust the dependent type of R so that 
I = -1, and then R inhibits e at I+ and at all states vi (6 E T(k)). The converse 
choice for (z(6) 16 # 7 A 6 E T(k)} p ro d uces a region R’ G (C-J’, q’) E R(j’) such that 
q/(x:) = 1, $(xi) = -1, and I I= 1 for (5 # 7. This region R’ inhibits e at all 
states uf (ii E T(k) and d # 1)). 0 
Lemma 52. Uiv, a S” and UJ$. a 7’B. 
Proof. In view of Fact 49 and properties S’IaS’, TyaS’, H$‘aS”, WiaS’, and S;‘a Tfl, 
T;‘ a T”, WL’ d T , /+ Wi’ a Tb, it suffices to solve ESSP at (e,s) for s in S” or Tfi and 
e = x: with 0 < k < n. Let f be a solution for (C/,77’) such that ,f(xk) = 1. From 
Proposition 39, applied to f with a suitable choice for t(k), one may construct a region 
R = (cr, q) of type T in R(f) such that ye = - 1. Let type T’ be defined like z except 
at r (respectively, at fl). From Proposition 39, there exists a region R’ s ((r’, ~1’) of 
type t’ in T’. Now the maps CT and o’ take complementary values at each state s in 
S” (respectively, Tfi), hence at each state s, either R or R’ inhibits x:. T, 
Lemma 53. r/V, a 4.’ and UV, a W,. 
Proof. For the same reasons as in the preceding lemma, it suffices to solve ESSP at 
(qs) for s in W,.’ or Wi and e = xc with 0 < k < n. Let ,f be a solution for (Z’, 17’) 
such that f’(xk) = 1. From Proposition 39, applied to f with a suitable choice for 
t(k), one may construct a region R E (CJ, q) of type z in R(f) such that q(x,* ) = ~ I. 
Let l.ype T’ be definedlike z except at u*. From Proposition 39, there exists a region 
R’ s (a’, q’) of type ? in T’. Now the maps 0 and cr’ take complementary values at 
each state s in Wl, hence at each state s in WR’, either R or R’ inhibits xt at state s. 
This line of reasoning is also valid for WL’ if f(x’) = 1 (7’ is like t except at Q) or 
,I‘(.?) = 0 and ,f‘(xo) = 1 (5’ is defined like z except at 0). Consider finally the case 
where ,f(x”) = ,f(xo) = 0. Then R\ WLx is a region which inhibits x;;* at all states in 
w;. 0 
The above series of lemmas show that G1 a G2 for every pair of connected compo- 
nents ( GI, G2) in T’, as required, hence the proof for Theorem 26 is complete. 
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